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The 4. This evolutionary redesign of the American 2. A beefier cylinder head design eliminated
the 2. Hydraulic roller lifters replaced the simple hydraulic lifters used in the 2. However, one
major design fault was not completely eliminated: Valve rockers and upper pushrod tips still
received poor oil supply, resulting in eventual wear to these areas, and consequential valvetrain
noise as a result of the increased clearance. Required replacement of these parts is common in
older engines. Though there is some variation, typically hp is quoted as horsepower for
applications. In the 4. The difference between a SOHC 4. The SOHC engine uses a jackshaft in
place of a camshaft to drive a timing chain to each cylinder head. Three timing chains are used,
one from the crank to the jackshaft, one in the front of the engine to drive the cam for the left
bank, and one on the back of the engine to drive the cam for the right bank. The OHV engine has
the cam mounted above the crank. The cam and crank are joined in time by a timing chain.
Lifters ride on the cam and push rods that extend to rocker arms in the heads which push the
valves. First off your MAF may be dirty. Check HERE on how to clean it. Then there are the
obvious â€” plugs, wires, dirty injectors. Tune up items basically. Also, if you get a problem
with hesitation, check the wires around the exhaust. One of the oxygen sensor wires may have
been damaged by the exhaust. Click HERE for more details. Tom Morana: Offers numerous
products for the 4. Camshaft is a more aggressive cam for 4. It is designed to improve midrange
power and torque. Pacesetter : Pacesetter offers headers for the 4. Hedman Hedders: Offers
headers for the 4. Since then, NOS has powered more racers than any other brand of nitrous.
From stock engines to race vehicles, jet skis to trucks, NOS has a kit for you. Port your upper
and lower intake. Porting opens this up and allows better flow. Knife edge the intake side of the
throttle body to remove the front lip. You can use a Dremel tool to grind, sand and buff this area
to obtain a smooth airflow in to the engine. You can also mill down the butterfly to blend in to
the shaft for a smoother air flow. For details on how to port your heads, click HERE. Find their
parts at Summit Racing. JetChip â€” Makes a module to reprogram the engines computer. Click
HERE. Tune Up. Torque Specifications. We are the oldest and largest V6 Mustang forum on the
internet. If you have any questions about your V6 Mustang or just want to connect with other V6
Mustang owners around the world, you have found the best place on the internet to do that.
Registering is free and easy! Hope to see you on the forums soon! Forums New posts Search
forums. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the
app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You
are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should
upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter bhzmafia Start date Mar 7, My dad just
totaled his 98 explorer limited. LilRoush Rare Roush Collector. GreaseMunky Mines Bigger!
StangMod said:. If you are going to swap engines make it worth your time and swap in a nice
V8. New motor in the older SN95 cars has been done. I still want to know if it's the 4. They are
vbery different as to how easy they are to modify and how they respond to those mods. The
type of 4. Linda Mock Active Member. Linda Mock said:. The OHV was offered from The SOHC
was offered in 97 as still is today. LilRoush said:. If it's the OHV, it's not worth it. The SOHC got
the aftermarket support. If it's the SOHC, then it's fairly easy. Just make sure to snag the whole
harness and the computer. There is some splicing you need to do, but it's not bad. Yes, you
should be able to use the motor mounts over if they are in good shape. You must log in or
register to reply here. Similar threads I. Can parts off a 97 3. Replies 3 Views Jan 9, ItsReallyJ.
Replies 2 Views Jan 23, Captain Max Silver. Replies 6 Views 1K. Feb 23, 08'MustangDude. Sep
29, Pete fender. Need serious help. Replies 16 Views Aug 16, Dave Haertel. Welcome To
V6Mustang. The second most common test, to see if the head gasket on your 4. This is another
very easy test and does not require any tools whatsoever to do. Now, before you start, if the
engine has been running for an extended amount of time and it's hot, let the engine cool down
for at least 1 hour. This is important, or you run the risk of getting scalded with hot coolant. If
your 4. OK, here are the test steps:. Remove your pick up or SUV or mini-van's radiator's cap.
Check the coolant level, since the radiator has to be full of coolant for this test to work. If empty,
add some water or coolant to bring the coolant level to full. Now, get your helper to crank the
engine , while you stand at a safe distance from the open radiator. You'll see one of two results:
1. The water or coolant inside the radiator will shoot up and out of the now open radiator. The
coolant will not be disturbed. In other words, cranking the engine will have no effect on the level
of the water or coolant in the radiator. CASE 1: The coolant bubbled out or shot out from the
radiator. This is bad news and this let's you know beyond a shadow of a doubt that the head
gasket on your 4. No further testing is required. So, the next test will further confirm or
exonerate the head gasket. One of the most overlooked tests, to see if the head gasket is bad or
not, is an engine compression test. Well because most folks will do the two previous tests TEST
1 and TEST 2 and they will not see the engine oil mixing with the coolant nor see the

combustion gases jumping out of the open radiator and conclude everything is OK. And
whatever information they have available never mentions testing the engine compression. In
this test step, you'll be doing a compression test and more importantly, you'll be able to easily
interpret those results with my help to further confirm or exonerate a blown head gasket. This
test will see if the head gasket on your 4. Disable the ignition system on your 4. It's important
that spark is not created and delivered to the spark plug wires. Disable the fuel system. It's
important that fuel not be injected into the engine. You can do this by removing the fuel pump
relay or the fuel pump fuse. Disconnect all spark plug wires from their spark plugs and then
take out all of the spark plugs. Before you remove the spark plug wires, label them so that you'll
be able to easily reconnect them to their proper original locations. Thread in the compression
tester by hand , on the first spark plug hole you're gonna' start with. Do not use any tools to
tighten the compression tester. Hand tightening the compression tester is more than enough to
get the proper results. When the tester's needle stops climbing, have your assistant stop
cranking the engine. Now, write down the reading and what cylinder it belongs to you can use
the image in the image viewer to help you identify the cylinder on a piece of paper. Remove the
compression tester and repeat the above steps in the remaining cylinders. OK, before I jump
into the above compression test result interpretations, let me give you some more detailed
information as to what you're trying to accomplish with this test, If the head gasket is burned at
a location between 2 cylinders, your compression test readings will give you 2 good
compression readings and 2 compression readings that will be 0 PSI. Let me give you a more
specific example:. Let's say that I tested my 4. The compression readings for cylinders 3 and 5
would be a dead giveaway that the head gasket got fried between those two cylinders. Now, in
your 4. It may be 1 and 3 or it may be 4 and 6, the key here, is that whatever cylinders are
affected, two of them will have 0 PSI compression and they will be both be side by side and on
the same bank of cylinders. CASE 1: All cylinder compression readings where normal. These
compression gauge readings confirm that the head gasket is OK and not burned at a point
between two cylinders. OK, so far your test results have confirmed that the head gasket on your
4. This engine compression reading confirms that the head gasket is burned thru' at the point
between those two cylinders. You will need to replace the head gasket. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. OK, here are the test
steps: 1. All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be
banned from the site! It works everywhere you go, even in environments without internet
access. Search the map to find your organization's assets or make discoveries in the field. Use
mobile maps from anywhere in the world and even take them offline. Search for locations or
assets and open photo attachments, all from the map. See how to get started. Use markup tools
to make field notes and document your findings. Sketch on the map to define areas of change
and easily identify and verify edits. See how to use markup tools. Share your offline maps with
people outside your organization. Use Explorer offline. JDI foresters are excited to have all our
data at their fingertipsâ€”even in remote locations without cell coverage [or]. Suffolk County
police use Explorer for ArcGIS to improve rescue efforts for hikers who encounter medical
challenges on a popular wooded park trail. Explorer is a trusted solution. The mobile maps can
be used by your internal stakeholders and shared. Enable fieldworkers in your organization to
visualize their personal location tracks on Explorer maps via their mobile devices. Work with the
confidence of ArcGIS running in your own secure IT environment and enjoy all the functionality
of Explorer for mobile map visualization across your organization. Explorer is available to all
users in your ArcGIS organization. It can be used on its own or in combination with other
ArcGIS apps. Explorer is the premier on-the-go map-viewing app. Use it to maximize efficiency
in activities that take your workforce and other stakeholders to the field. Enjoy the confidence of
using a platform you can trust that runs in your own IT infrastructure. Learn more about Field
Maps. Use maps to explore the world. How Explorer works. Take maps anywhere you go Use
mobile maps from anywhere in the world and even take them offline. Map markup tools support
your fieldwork Use markup tools to make field notes and document your findings. Publish maps
to easily share with others Share your offline maps with people outside your organization.
Article Inspiring precision forestry. Read the article. Article When trail hikers need help Suffolk
County police use Explorer for ArcGIS to improve rescue efforts for hikers who encounter
medical challenges on a popular wooded park trail. See field operations solutions. ArcGIS
Publisher extension. Discover this extension. ArcGIS Tracker. ArcGIS Tracker Enable
fieldworkers in your organization to visualize their personal location tracks on Explorer maps
via their mobile devices. ArcGIS Online. ArcGIS Enterprise. Contact us to get started. Make
Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.

When buying at Bradley Hubler Chevrolet you will recieve One free carwash a month for as long
as you own the car. First oil change is always on us. You will be entered into the customer for
life program, which provide many valuable discount. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Haggle free Cash Pricing! Visit us
sensiblechoiceauto. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and
forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. Only , Miles! This Ford Explorer boasts a Gas V6 4. This Ford
Explorer Comes Equipped with These Options Tri-color tail lamps, Tilt steering wheel, Super
engine cooling, Sport cloth front bucket seats, Speed-sensitive intermittent windshield wipers,
Speed control, Solar-tinted glass-inc: windshield, front door windows, Soft release parking
brake, Single-key system, Side door intrusion beams. It has an Automatic transmission and a
Gas V8 5. Call our sales team today at to schedule a time to come take a test drive at Roland
Rich Ford in Delavan, IL! We look forward to working with you! Recent Arrival! At Darlings, we
believe that we all have a role to play in the success of our community. We do our part by
donating time, money, services, and expertise to charitable organizations and nonprofits, both
large and small. We also encourage all of our employees to get involved, coach a team,
participate in community projects, and work to make our area a better place to live, work, and
raise a family. The best prices in Bangor, Augusta, and Ellsworth are at Darling's! Look at this
Ford Explorer Sport. It has an Automatic transmission and a Gas V6 4. Odometer is miles below
market average! This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every effort to ensure
the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the options or vehicle
features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer cannot be
held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. Cash Clearance Vehicle! Buy
it right. This fun to drive family SUV is V6, 4. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location
today to test drive and an offer on your next vehicle. Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location Good or
Bad credit we can help. The number one used car dealer in the new Downtown district - Stop in
and see why! Bad Credit? No Credit?? No Problem!!! This fun to drive SUV is V6, 4. Come on
down to our N freeway, Pueblo location today to test drive and make an offer on your next
vehicle. We are family owned and operated for over 20 years with multiple locations across
Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. No warranty available for purchase.
You can make your purchase with confidence and complete your purchase hassle free in a
timely manner. As a Carfax certified dealer we provide a free Carfax with every purchase.
Additionally we will be happy to provide all of our customers with a complimentary Carfax on
their vehicle as well. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. Runs and drives great, power windows, locks, seat, mirrors,
zero accidents, aluminum wheels with newer tires, four wheel drive. All vehicles get a 5 day
money back guarantee and free carfax. Please call or text Sam at Please call or text Seth at ,.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
8, Manual 1. Cylinders 6 cylinders 5, 4 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal?
No accidents. Title issue. Price Drop. Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 9, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I purchased this vehicle while hoping to find a good used 4Runner of the
same vintage, but this one-owner SUV appeared with ,mi with a nearly new remanufactured
engine owner felt a new engine was better value than replacing both head gaskets, one of which
was leaking that looked exceptionally good, outside not even a door ding and with an interior
that looked amazing, showing no real wear at all. A former 6cyl Cherokee I once had only
managed 16 city and 20 highway. I don't plan going on expeditions with the vehicle, but I was
amazed at how it did in conditions I thought it would fail at. Overall, given its high chassis
mileage especially, it's tight and rattle-free and has been extremely reliable I have the service
records since new , and except for the head gasket problem, only the front shocks and upper
ball joints were replaced except for normal wear items like brake pads, wiper blades, etc. Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media
New media comments Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Join Elite
Explorers. Log in Register. What's new Search Search. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. Register for free access. The 1
Ford Explorer enthusiast resource for 25 years! On and offroad projects. JavaScript is disabled.
For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are
using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should

upgrade or use an alternative browser. Threads 1, Messages 20, This is the 5th generation Ford
Explorer. Threads 13, Messages , Rear Upper Control Arm Bushings. Threads 9, Messages 72,
Sub-forums: Modified - Explorers Stock Explorers. Changing color of cluster gauges from black
to white. Sport 2dr owners use the '95 - '01 forum. Threads 27, Messages , Sub-forums: Modified
- Explorers Stock - Explorers. Today at AM Mattm Threads 2, Messages 16, True dual exhaust.
Yesterday at AM Mbrooks Threads 8, Messages 70, Will not fire up. Today at AM Crawn Also
covers Explorer Sport models through Threads 56, Messages , Sub-forums: Modified Explorers
Stock - Explorers. Driving with a coolant leak from the timing cover. Threads 23, Messages ,
Please Help Me. Choose the appropriate subforum for tech questions. Threads 25, Messages ,
Hi all! Threads 3, Messages 84, Tim's '93 Sport. Thursday at PM timtimtimajim. EF's photo
lottery Mike, reapereviltwin, will be running EF's photo submission lottery. Winners will receive
an Elite Explorer membership! Threads 57 Messages 1, September EF Lottery. October 6,
reapereviltwin. Repair - Troubleshooting - Modifications Tips and Technical Info posted by
Technician's This forum is where professional automotive technicians or skilled automotive
hobbyists can share their tech tips. Do not post your questions here! Post in the forum best
suited to your topic. Questions posted in this forum will be deleted! Threads 71 Messages 1,
August 19, mgknarf. Recommended Aftermarket and OEM Parts and Tools A forum to share
information about aftermarket, and factory replacement parts which you have had positive
experience with. Threads 23 Messages Saturday at AM JimDina. Elite Explorer ! Members will
try to answer your questions asap, no time frame is guaranteed. Only Elite Explorers can post
new threads in this forum. Threads 2, Messages 21, Ignition Is Locked Up. Saturday at PM
kcblakely. These threads have proven to be extremely useful to our members. If you would like
a thread placed in this forum contact rick explorerforum. Threads 24 Messages June 1, Rick.
General Explorations Closed to new posts. Place new posts in our new model year appropriate
forum. Threads 22, Messages , April 2, tillerspet. Modified Explorations Closed to new posts.
Threads 9, Messages 82, Front Locker Performance in a 2nd Generation Explorer. June 18,
jwrezz. Performance Lighting Aftermarket lighting. Driving lights, fog lights, rock lights, HID,
halogen. Make your Ford Explorer light up the night!! Threads 5, Messages 51, Switch Upgrade.
February 2, Paul. Under the Hood Ford Explorer and Ranger, Engine, troubleshooting,
modifications, performance and accessories. Threads 26, Messages , Confirming leaking heater
core. February 6, Sip. Ford 8. Threads 12, Messages 89, E4WD servo mod. Today at AM donalds.
Interested in Beadlocks or Dubs? Learn all about them here. Threads 7, Messages 60, My spare
tire. February 7, toypaseo. Wire aftermarket subwoofer and amp to stock system. February 10,
Mbrooks This is the place to discuss those topics. Threads 3, Messages 35, February 10, YALE
Tow Rig Forum Towing, hauling, boats, campers, trailers etc Trailer hitches, weight distribution,
hitch ball, safety chains, tow bar and brake controllers. Discuss it all here! Threads Messages 7,
Towing tunes. Explorer Related Polls Polls here are for Explorer related topics only Threads
Messages 10, New or Used? December 9, Allen Clark. VIN number decoding and axle tag
identification. Dimensions, capacities, etc. Threads Messages 5, January 21, willzilla.
Sometimes things don't always go as planned. Post pictures and stories of your best Threads 1,
Messages 22, Took the 95 4x4 around the ranch and. November 9, awaympar. Offroad Runs and
Events Plan your Offroad runs and special events here. Drop your 4x4 into low range, or air out
your pre-runner. This is the forum for your offroad explorations. Threads 5, Messages ,
Sub-forums: Land Use Issues. Moab - EF's 25th anniversary. Yesterday at PM Paul. Find or start
a group near you. Start, or attend a meet and greet event to get to know the forum members
near you. Threads 2, Messages 24, Alternator Light. October 5, Balke. Lifts, Swaps, etc Such as
Superlift 5. Offroad Accessories. Yesterday at PM Stic-o. Aerostar Tech Forum This Ford
Aerostar forum covers maintenance, problem solving and all issues related to the Aerostar mini
van. Besides that a lot of our members own an Aerostar and an Explorer. Threads 1, Messages
9, Saturday at PM BrooklynBay. Aerostar Used Parts and Accesories Aerostar specific parts and
accessories only. Threads 17 Messages Wanted: Aerostar front differential bushing. September
26, BrooklynBay. Threads Messages 13, Sub-forums: Bronco II Registry. January 31,
hondakillah. Threads 8 Messages First impression on bronco sport. February 15, Flashflood.
The only differences are trim and a few body parts. This forum discusses Ford Ranger and
Mazda B series specific issues. Owners of the older Mazda B B and B are welcome as well.
Threads 4, Messages 27, Today at AM Fortune. Threads 18 Messages December 11, Rick.
Something setup for the road with handling more of a priority than ground clearance? This is
the forum for you. Threads 3, Messages 72, Phenolic Intake Spacer for 4. February 13,
XploderPhil. This forum is for Parts only - No whole vehicles. If you are selling parts as a
business please contact me first. Threads 3, Messages 20, Friday at AM scottydean. Misc Items
For Sale Sell all of your non-automotive related items here. Threads Messages 3, ExplorerForum
decals are back! January 30, Mbrooks Threads Messages Wanted ford tbird m90 to 4. November

26, Rking This is the place!! Very Rare! December 27, Sgt Deals Discounts and Coupons Great
way to help others save some money. Threads Messages 1, July 24, BrooklynBay.
Explorerforum Vendors These folks are helping to support the site. If you are a vendor and
would like to be able to sell products on the site, please contact me to make arrangements.
Email - ab7fh yahoo. Coupon Codes for Forum Members. February 1, Levittown Ford Parts. All
Other Cars, Trucks, Motorcycles etc. This is the place to post about your "other" rides no matter
the brand. Hybrids, Electric, Hydrogen, Bio-diesel, E This forum is for information and
discussion of fuels for tomorrow and fuel economy tips for our current vehicles. Pics of various
fuels available in your area? May 23, Rick. All Other Makes and Models For topics involving all
other makes and models that do not fit into our new sub-forums. Threads 2, Messages 36,
Adventure trailer build thread. February 9, gmanpaint. April 15, Turdle. Projects - Hobbies and
Additional Topics Exploring everything under the sun!! A general forum for whatever you would
like to post. Humor, anecdotes, non-controversial news items, etc. Threads 20, Messages , Got a
New Puppy! Thursday at AM Rick. Threads 4, Messages 53, February 12, Rick. NO tech
questions here. Threads Messages 9, Where's "Da' Blues"? February 3, MrQ. Random media.
Latest posts. Stock - Ford Explorer Discussion. Lost the ability to program door codes Latest:
peterk9 9 minutes ago. Cargo box clearance over moon roof Latest: peterk9 13 minutes ago.
Forum statistics Threads , Messages 3,, Members , Latest member toxic1. This site uses
cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you
register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn
moreâ€¦. Essentially station wagons but with four-wheel drive and far less stigmaâ€”remember,
in the early '90s, wagons were about as cool as minivans are todayâ€”sport-utility vehicles like
the Explorer captured the American public's imagination and have refused to let go even today.
With Ford having just unveiled its latest Explorer , it's the perfect opportunity to look back
through the best-selling model's history, from to today. The new SUV borrows much of its
underpinnings from the Bronco II, including its suspension, but is offered in both two- and
four-door configurations its predecessor was two-door-only. For comparison a modern
Mercedes-Benz A-class has a 0. A hp 4. A pushbutton-activated four-wheel-drive system is
available low-range gearing is included, and also is activated via a button on the dashboard.
Ford presses the Explorer's chops as an adventure vehicleâ€”this when the term "sport-utility
vehicle" is just taking offâ€”which explains the standard five-speed manual transmission. A
four-speed automatic is also offered. From the get-go, Ford's top-level Explorer is named for the
Eddie Bauer outdoor-apparel brand a model is pictured. Sitting above the XL, Sport, and XLT
trims, the Eddie Bauer Explorer comes fully loaded with premium cloth upholstery, two-tone
paint, and every available power option. Ford would put the Eddie Bauer trim to pasture nearly
twenty years laterâ€”pretty much around the same time the Eddie Bauer brand ceased to
generate much excitement. For , its look is softened by body contours and rounded headlights
and taillights. The new, larger engine is a hp 4. Ford splits the two-door Explorer off from the
primary Explorer lineup, calling the resultant model the Explorer Sport. This more modern
engine produces the same horsepower as the optional 4. Its arrival is joined by a new five-speed
automatic, which is optional on both V-6s; a five-speed manual remains standard on both, and
the V-8 continues to use a four-speed automatic. It soldiers on until the model year. It is later
found that, under certain conditions, some Firestone SUV tires are prone to fail when their
treads separate from the rest of the tire. Before , the Explorer had been mechanically very
similar to the contemporary Ford Ranger pickup truck. In a bid to offer something slightly larger
and more up-market, Ford generates the somewhat redundant Explorer Sport Trac for , a
crew-cab pickup that looks like an Explorer. Its position in the market is not unlike that of
today's mid-size pickups, which are larger than the then-compact Ranger which has been
resurrected after a multi-year hiatus for For its third-generation Explorer, Ford ditches the first
two generation models' Bronco II heritage for good. An all-new rear-drive platform four-wheel
drive is optional , in an Explorer first, incorporates an independent rear suspension. The
two-door Explorer Sport officially dies, leaving only the four-door Explorer; the Sport Trac, still
based on the old Explorer and Ranger thus using a solid rear axle , carries on largely
unchanged through The ol' SOHC 4. A mid-cycle refresh cuts down on some of the
third-generation Explorer's generic boxiness with a new waterfall grille design and reshaped
headlights. The easiest giveaway that you're looking at a Explorer and not, say, a â€” model?
The little round elements poking out from beneath each of those headlights. In our first drive
review of the '06 Explorer , we note that despite its updated styling, the SUV remains "the
vehicular equivalent of a pair of khaki Dockers. Engine choices again include the trusty hp 4. A
five-speed automatic comes with the six, while the eight uses a six-speed. Think Honda's
Ridgeline is the only modern mid-size pickup truck with an independent rear suspension? Think
again! The second-generation Explorer Sport Trac, which Ford finally redesigns to match the

third-generation Explorer for , gains its SUV sibling's independent rear suspension, as well as
its updated-for front-end styling. For , the Explorer makes arguably its biggest shift yet,
transitioning from a rear-wheel-drive-based, body-on-frame truck to a car-based,
front-wheel-drive crossover with unitized body construction. All-wheel drive is optional. Even
though the bones are new to the Explorer, they aren't new, per se: The "D-platform"
underpinnings are derived from Volvo's P2 architecture that first appeared in the late s. Volvo
had been owned by Ford as part of the latter's "Premium Auto Group. The EcoBoost-powered
Explorer proves quick in our testing, leaping from zero to 60 mph in 5. Well-proportioned, Range
Roverâ€”esque styling makes the Explorer crossover an instant hit, with , units sold in â€”more
than double the previous year's sales. And despite its heavy curb weight, lackluster fuel
economy, and mediocre interior packaging, it continues to grow sales throughout its lifespan,
becoming the best-selling three-row vehicle in the U. A refresh in makes the Range Rover
styling connection even stronger, although the Explorer doesn't change much mechanically
beyond the addition of a new turbocharged 2. Ford's all-new Explorer enters on a new
rear-wheel-drive platform, returning at least partially to its roots. As before, it looks vaguely like
it came from a Land Rover factory, mostly because Ford doesn't mess with the angular look that
made the Explorer's predecessor so popular. A turbocharged 2. For the first time, Ford offers a
hybridized Explorer, as well as a high-performance ST model. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best
Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of Car and Driver. Ford Getty
Images. Jeffrey G. Russell Car and Driver. Michael Simari Car and Driver. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported
onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content at piano. More From Automotive History. The limits of
the OHV are more so caused by the poor flow limits of the stock heads and the camshafts. To
give you a bit of perspective I only know of one OHV 4. Most with well built engines and ported
heads make around rwhp. My truck makes rwhp and rwtq on a shot Nitrous. Naturally aspirated
it makes rwhp and rwtq. It has rail type rockers that I used to have Billet aluminum rocker arms
made for it, but stopped after quality control and truly never selling more then 8 kits total. The 4.
You can use a late model 4. Basically the run down is works in all year models that have the 4.
On a stock bottom end, the pistons are going to be a limiting factor. They are cast from the
factory and weak. Granted I have cast pistons in my engine but I have a lot of cylinder head
work, and a Comp Cams cam. Most supercharged 4. When you install a cam, the only two
available for the 4. These really do a good thing for the overall performance from this engine.
Sure, tuning will help in the overall picture, but it is not required for either camshaft. Good
torque and mileage. Great for towing. Strong torque and mid-range. The 90TM and 94TM casting
numbers cylinder heads have a large combustion chamber and intake and exhaust port. The
95TM cylinder heads have a 10cc smaller chamber, and the same intake and exhaust port as the
earlier heads. The 98TM cylinder heads have a small chamber and a round exhaust port which is
much smaller then the earlier cylinder heads. Most aftermarket cylinder heads are based on the
98TM castings, but I think you can also get the in the aftermarket castings as well. They are
thicker and stronger then the Ford castings, are less prone to cracking, and come with new
guides. All of the cylinder heads will bolt to any OHV 4. The piston dishes are where the
difference in the overall combustion chamber sizes are changed. They ALL had the same
compression ratio of The later model SOHC has a 9. I would have to say that the OHV in
completely stock form should be good for up to around rwhp before you are putting so much
stress on the bottom end that it gives way. Put ported heads and a better camshaft in it, and you
can step it up a bit more. Oil Pan â€” Use a 4. You may have to use a washer under the engine
mounts to clear the frame, but its a good idea. Pushrods for custom lengths can be made by
Smith Bros Pushrods. Stock pushrods are listed as 5. Sometimes you may see them listed as 5.
When going to an aftermarket cam, the base circle is. By math you need. Smith Bros Pushrods
will have the right 5. Also, looking up stock replacement pushrods show that they have a ball
end diameter of 0. Pushrod diameters are generally listed as 0. Edelbrock used to offer a throttle
body, but it was built by BBK, just with Edelbrocks name on it. They suck and throw the engines
electronics for a loop. For the later model up 4. The 90mm MAF that everyone loves to beat their
chest about is too large for a 4. The is a great PCM system with datalogging and reprogramming
abilities, and can be mail order tuned naturally aspirated with stock injectors and MAF. But if
you change either, you will need dynotuning. Same goes for supercharger tuning. Swapping
Cams â€” You can swap cams with the heads on, but you cannot remove the lifters, just wire
them up. Underdrive Pulley â€” The 4. Automatic Transmissions â€” The Ford C4 automatic
transmission is best transmission behind a built 4. The R4 is an option as well from Advanced
Adapters, and will do the same but with overdrive. It will also bolt in where a OHV wasâ€¦. How

To Build A Ford 4. More Articles:. By: disciplerocks. Disclaimer: The BroncoCorral. By doing
this modification and following this how-to you, the installer, take full responsibility if anything
is damaged or messed up. If you have questions, feel free to PM the original poster or ask in the
appropriate section of the BroncoCorral. I advise you to do a thorough tune up to your new
motor. If you have the money to go ahead and replace the oil pump. Since my donor had an auto
in it, I kept my original FM transmission. I ordered a new 4. First thing if you are pulling from a
running vehicle. Remove fuel pump fuse, or hit the fuel cut off switch. Start it and let it run lines
dry. I am not going into any details about pulling and installing the motors. That is pretty
straight forward. Before dropping the motor in, swap the fuel lines from fuel filter to disconnects
with your donor I did this after the motor was in. It would just be easier to get to. The
disconnects at the motor are not the same between the 2. There are several ways to go about
this. Here is what I did. I cut off the female end and slid it on the 4. If you do this, heat up the
metal line and slide the plastic over it. If you heat the plastic, you could deform it and may not
seal. If you go this route, use a 4. The lines will connect to the older one, but the nipple on the
filter is not as long and you wont be able to get the removal tool behind it to remove later. Also
keep your existing line from fuel tank the charcoal canister unless you swap that out also. Pull
the 4. Everything should unplug until you get to where the distribution box meets the headlights
next to the battery. Cut here keeping the alt, starter and solenoid harness. Others have used the
2. I also used the 4. I had to cut one wire that went into the headlight harness, but I just spliced
it to the same wire coming from the 2. Pull the 2. With both distribution boxes next to each
other, cut the wires off the 2. I wired together the power doors, headlights, and interior fuse box.
The EEC on the 4. I used one of the spare fused links in the distribution box temporarily to get it
running. I could not get the fuel pump to kick on when wiring it to the 4. You will end up with a
bunch of spare wires that you can use to fuse extra lights, winch, or whatever. I made a sheet
with the wire color code and fuse location so I could identify them later. These must all be taped
off since the box uses a common power, they could ground out. There is a 2 wire plug coming
out of the harness near the battery also. These must be grounded. He swapped from and
unknown year Ex to an 89 B2 so the wiring on the truck side was the same. The Ex side was
also for the most part. One or two that were different, but easy to figure out. Also one of my
plugs were brown and his description says gray. I cut the connectors off both ends of the
unused harness and did most of the splicing there so if I needed to remove it later it would be
easy. I have yet to wire in my reverse lights
05 grand prix body kits
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. Make sure to solder your spliced wires. Plug everything back in, hook up vacuum lines, install
the 4. If you have cruise and want to swap that, just remove the cable from the 4. Its 2 10mm
bolts. I am also attaching a couple Explorer diagrams to the thread. There are 2 Bronco
diagrams that can be found in my photobucket. Explorer Wiring Diagram 1. Explorer Wiring
Diagram 2. I should also note that I am still waiting on my clutch line so I have not driven it yet,
but the motor starts and runs good. It took me a week to prep the 4. The Donor: The Recipient:
First thing if you are pulling from a running vehicle. Disconnect and remove the battery. Drain
radiator, oil, and ps fluid. Remove and mark all plugs that are before the main harness plug, ie:
MAF, alt, headlight plug. Disconnect two big plugs next to alt. This will let you keep the harness
on the motor, on there. Disconnect headlight harness on drivers side. Now on the filter end, the
return line on the 2. Click To Enlarge Images.

